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100 Days to Victory: How the Great War Was Fought and Won 1914-1918
Crown
Harry Sinclair Drago writes with authority and a sense of drama about the
bloodiest range conflicts in Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, Wyoming, and
Montana late in the nineteenth century. He details the background and events
surrounding the Lincoln County War of New Mexico (1878-81), a violent
struggle for economic supremacy between cattle barons and merchants; the
ironically named Pleasant Valley War of Arizona (1886-92), a conflict
between cattlemen and sheepmen complicated by personal vendettas and old
family rivalries; and the Johnson County War of Wyoming (1892), a folly that
turned bloody when big cattlemen rode against suspected and known thieves
with orders to shoot. These pages are filled with some showy characters:
cowmen Charles Goodnight and Oliver Loving; the Grahams and
Tewksburys, western counterparts of the Hatfields and McCoys; William
Bonney, alias Billy the Kid, who cut a swath in the Lincoln County War; and
Ella Watson, said to have been the notorious Cattle Kate Maxwell, after she
was lynched for cattle rustling.
The Great War Yale University Press
This is a 1914 novel written by H. G. Wells.
Within it, wells writes passionately and with
elegance about his conviction that World War I
will be the war to end all wars. Although he
was obviously and unfortunately wrong in his
suppositions, his book makes a good case for
his belief and is highly recommended for those
with an interest in WWI. Contents include:
"Why Britain Went to War," "The Sword of
Peace," "Hands Off the People's Food,"

"Concerning Mr. Maximilian Craft," "The Most
Necessary Measures in the World," "The Need of
a New Map of Europe," "The Opportunity of
Liberalism," "The Liberal Fear of Russia," "An
Appeal to the American People," et cetera.
Herbert George Wells (1866 - 1946) was a
prolific English writer who wrote in a variety
of genres, including the novel, politics,
history, and social commentary. Today, he is
perhaps best remembered for his contributions
to the science fiction genre thanks to such
novels as "The Time Machine" (1895), "The
Invisible Man" (1897), and "The War of the
Worlds" (1898). Many vintage books such as
this are becoming increasingly scarce and
expensive. We are republishing this book now
in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition
complete with a specially commissioned new
biography of the author.
Small Wars Ludwig von Mises Institute
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ‧ From a preeminent presidential
historian comes a “superb and important” (The New York Times Book
Review) saga of America’s wartime chief executives “Fascinating and
heartbreaking . . . timely . . . Beschloss’s broad scope lets you draw
important crosscutting lessons about presidential leadership.”—Bill Gates
Widely acclaimed and ten years in the making, Michael Beschloss’s
Presidents of War is an intimate and irresistibly readable chronicle of the
Chief Executives who took the United States into conflict and mobilized it
for victory. From the War of 1812 to Vietnam, we see these leaders
considering the difficult decision to send hundreds of thousands of
Americans to their deaths; struggling with Congress, the courts, the press,
and antiwar protesters; seeking comfort from their spouses and friends; and
dropping to their knees in prayer. Through Beschloss’s interviews with
surviving participants and findings in original letters and once-classified
national security documents, we come to understand how these Presidents
were able to withstand the pressures of war—or were broken by them.
Presidents of War combines this sense of immediacy with the overarching

context of two centuries of American history, traveling from the time of our
Founders, who tried to constrain presidential power, to our modern day,
when a single leader has the potential to launch nuclear weapons that can
destroy much of the human race. Praise for Presidents of War "A marvelous
narrative. . . . As Beschloss explains, the greatest wartime presidents
successfully leaven military action with moral concerns. . . . Beschloss’s
writing is clean and concise, and he admirably draws upon new documents.
Some of the more titillating tidbits in the book are in the footnotes. . . .
There are fascinating nuggets on virtually every page of Presidents of War.
It is a superb and important book, superbly rendered.”—Jay Winik, The
New York Times Book Review "Sparkle and bite. . . . Valuable and
engrossing study of how our chief executives have discharged the most
significant of all their duties. . . . Excellent. . . . A fluent narrative that covers
two centuries of national conflict.” —Richard Snow, The Wall Street
Journal
The War That Will End War Cambridge University
Press
"Learn about the events that led to the first battles
of WWI all the way through the war's final hours.
This book asks readers to examine primary source
stories, photographs, artwork, and literature
produced by people involved in the war to explore a
complete picture of a global conflict that still
resonates around the world 100 years after it
ended"--Provided by publisher.
The War of Wars Island Press
?*** OVER 210,000 WEST POINT MILITARY HISTORY
SERIES SETS IN PRINT ?*** World War I marked the end of
the old military order and the beginning of the era of
mechanized warfare. This is a thorough examination of the
campaigns of the “war to end all wars.” It analyzes the
development of military theory and practice from the prewar
period of Bismark’s Prussia to the creation of the League of
Nations.
The Wars before the Great War Simon and Schuster
Written by one of the country's foremost urban historians, "The
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Great Rent Wars" tells the fascinating but little-known story of
the battles between landlords and tenants in the nation's
largest city from 1917 through 1929. These conflicts were
triggered by the post-war housing shortage, which prompted
landlords to raise rents, drove tenants to go on rent strikes, and
spurred the state legislature, a conservative body dominated by
upstate Republicans, to impose rent control in New York, a
radical and unprecedented step that transformed landlord-
tenant relations. "The Great Rent Wars" traces the tumultuous
history of rent control in New York from its inception to its
expiration as it unfolded in New York, Albany, and Washington,
D.C. At the heart of this story are such memorable figures as Al
Smith, Fiorello H. La Guardia, and Oliver Wendell Holmes, as
well as a host of tenants, landlords, judges, and politicians who
have long been forgotten. Fogelson also explores the heated
debates over landlord-tenant law, housing policy, and other
issues that are as controversial today as they were a century
ago.
War: How Conflict Shaped Us Longman Publishing Group
Is peace an aberration? The New York Times bestselling
author of Paris 1919 offers a provocative view of war as an
essential component of humanity. NAMED ONE OF THE TEN
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES
BOOK REVIEW “Margaret MacMillan has produced another
seminal work. . . . She is right that we must, more than ever,
think about war. And she has shown us how in this brilliant,
elegantly written book.”—H.R. McMaster, author of Dereliction
of Duty and Battlegrounds: The Fight to Defend the Free World
The instinct to fight may be innate in human nature, but
war—organized violence—comes with organized society. War
has shaped humanity’s history, its social and political
institutions, its values and ideas. Our very language, our public
spaces, our private memories, and some of our greatest
cultural treasures reflect the glory and the misery of war. War
is an uncomfortable and challenging subject not least because
it brings out both the vilest and the noblest aspects of
humanity. Margaret MacMillan looks at the ways in which war
has influenced human society and how, in turn, changes in
political organization, technology, or ideologies have affected
how and why we fight. War: How Conflict Shaped Us explores
such much-debated and controversial questions as: When did
war first start? Does human nature doom us to fight one
another? Why has war been described as the most organized
of all human activities? Why are warriors almost always men?
Is war ever within our control? Drawing on lessons from wars

throughout the past, from classical history to the present day,
MacMillan reveals the many faces of war—the way it has
determined our past, our future, our views of the world, and our
very conception of ourselves.
The Great Rent Wars Sand Hill Publishing
A major work of history, The Great Tax Wars is the gripping, epic
story of six decades of often violent conflict over wealth, power, and
fairness that gave America the income tax. It's the story of a
tumultuous period of radical change, from Abraham Lincoln and the
Civil War through the progressive era under Theodore Roosevelt
and ending with Woodrow Wilson and World War I. During these
years of upheaval, America was transformed from an agrarian
society into a mighty industrial nation, great fortunes were amassed,
farmers and workers rebelled, class war was narrowly averted, and
America emerged as a global power. The Great Tax Wars features
an extraordinary cast of characters, including the men who built the
nation's industries and the politicians and reformers who battled
them -- from J. P. Morgan and Andrew Carnegie to Lincoln, T.R.,
Wilson, William Jennings Bryan, and Eugene Debs. From their
ferocious battles emerged a more flexible definition of democracy,
economic justice, and free enterprise largely framed by a more
progressive tax system. In this groundbreaking book, Weisman
shows how the ever controversial income tax transformed America
and how today's debates about the tax echo those of the past.
History's Greatest Wars Quarto Publishing Group USA
War is Hell, especially when you’re surrounded by enemies.
With the king of Garenland dead and the people eager for
revenge, Otto and Wolfric turn their sights north, to
Garenland’s ancient enemy, Straken. The Northern Army
marches into enemy territory while back in the capital Otto
rushes to train as many war wizards as he can. Outside forces
refuse to leave them alone and Otto is forced to deal with an
ever-growing array of foes, unreliable allies, and an enemy that
will do anything to see Garenland fall. Can Otto overcome
threats both internal and external to bring the war to a
victorious close?
The Line Upon a Wind: The Great War at Sea, 1793-1815
Hachette UK
The thrilling story of Britain's death-struggle with Revolutionary
France, wherein Napoleon is checkmated by Nelson's brilliant
naval exploits. In February 1793 France declared war on
Britain, and for the next twenty-two years the Revolutionary
and Napoleonic Wars raged. This was to be the longest,
cruelest war ever fought at sea, comparable in scale only to
the Second World War. New naval tactics were brought to
bear, along with such unheard-of weapons as rockets,
torpedoes, and submarines. The war on land saw the rise of

the greatest soldier the world had ever known—Napoleon
Bonaparte—whose vast ambition was thwarted by a genius he
never met in person or in battle: Admiral Horatio Nelson. Noel
Mostert's narrative ranges from the Mediterranean to the West
Indies, Egypt to Scandinavia, showing how land versus sea
was the key to the outcome of these wars. He provides details
of ship construction, tactics, and life on board. Above all he
shows us the extraordinary characters that were the raw
material of Patrick O'Brian's and C. S. Forester's magnificent
novels.
The Wars of Frederick the Great Simon and Schuster
The science fiction masterpiece of man versus alien that
inspired generations, from Orson Welles’s classic radio play to
the film starring Tom Cruise. At the turn of the twentieth
century, few would believe that mankind is being watched from
above. But millions of miles from Earth, the lords of the Red
Planet prepare their armies for invasion, waiting for the
moment to strike. When they land in the English countryside,
baffled humans approach, waving white flags, and the
Martians burn them to a crisp. The war has begun, and
mankind doesn’t stand a chance. As Martian armies roll
across England, one man fights to keep his family safe, risking
his life—and his sanity—on the front lines of the greatest war in
galactic history. H. G. Wells’s groundbreaking novel, adapted
to radio and film, among other mediums, by visionary artists
from Orson Welles to Steven Spielberg, remains one of the
most chilling, unforgettable works of science fiction ever
written. This ebook has been professionally proofread to
ensure accuracy and readability on all devices.
The Good War's Greatest Hits University of Georgia Press
What happens when the world's most powerful leaders, all
determined to dominate the world, clash? War. World
War. This is the story of the first world war, the great war.
The then-biggest war to shake the globe. It is the story of
the leaders, technological advancements, politics, and
people that fueled a four-year conflict between countries
and empires from every continent on the globe. You'll
learn how: - The assassination of Franz Ferdinand
sparked an ultimatum that would ignite the war. - Nearly
11 million soldiers and 7 million civilian lives were lost on
both sides of the battle. - Millions of people on both sides
of the conflict died in horrific numbers at the Battles of
Verdun, Marne, - Ypres, Somme, and Cambrai. - Tank
warfare changed the course of the war and revolutionized
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warfare. - A British passenger ship sunk by a German U-
boat spurred the United States into action. - Russia's
involvement in the war set off the Russian Revolution. -
The Ottoman Empire fueled the conflict with the
bombardment of Russian Black Sea ports. - Destruction
and death led to decades of peace in the world's most
unstable regions. World War I: The Most Important Events,
People and Leaders From 1914 Through 1918. The First
World War & The Shaping Of Our Modern World offers a
glimpse into the tragic events of the great war. This book is
more than a timeline of events and battles. Instead, each
chapter covers a theme or event that fueled the conflict
which changed the face of the globe. Start your study of
the Great War today.
Sixty Years' War for the Great Lakes, 1754-1814 Cambridge
University Press
A thorough study of significant wars throughout history and
their influence on world affairs-from the Egyptian Pharaoh
Thutmore III's Campaigns during 479–459 BCE through the
Iraq War of 2003–2011. For hundreds of years, wars have
played a determining role in history and have decided the rise
and fall of civilizations. Many believe that understanding the
causes and consequences of warfare may move humankind
towards world peace. This selection of the 50 most
consequential wars, compiled by award-winning military
historian Spencer C. Tucker, presents each conflict in
chronological order and discusses its causes, its course, and
its significance in world history. Through thoughtful essays and
supporting visual evidence, this reference work examines the
types of weapons systems employed and their effects in the
field; the roles played by individual leaders such as Alexander
the Great, Julius Caesar, Abraham Lincoln, and Adolf Hitler;
and the impact of geography and economics on the battlefield.
The work includes fascinating information about warfare,
addressing subjects such as how transportation and logistics
changed the face of war over time, what invention marked the
ascendancy of infantry over cavalry, why World War I remains
the most important war in the 20th century, and which war
killed nearly half of the population of Germany. Each essay
includes the latest interpretations of strategy, agendas, and
consequences of the featured event.
The War of Wars Cambridge University Press
The first comprehensive treatment of how the United States has
handled the final stages of its conflicts-from World War I to Iraq-

spoiled repeatedly by leaders' failures to plan clearly for what to do
when the guns fall silent. Concerned with not repeating past errors,
our leaders miscalculate and prolong the conflict or invite
unwelcome results. In his penetrating analysis of past, present, and
future wars, Rose suggests how to break this cycle.
The Great Lakes Water Wars Square One Publishers, Inc.
A centuries-spanning study of twenty-five pivotal wars that
shaped world history, from the Greco-Persian War to the
Soviet-Afghan War. Driving and dispersing peoples across
the globe, giving birth to and destroying great empires,
transforming cultures, and determining systems of
government, warfare, as much as anything else, has
fashioned our world. History’s Greatest Wars: The Epic
Conflicts that Shaped Our Modern World highlights pivotal
victories that changed nations, even entire continents,
forever, and charts the astonishingly rapid evolution of
warfare. It delineates defining moments in the
development of political philosophies, as well as the
scientific innovations that yielded the machine gun, the
tank, and the atom bomb. From the Greco-Persian Wars
that began in 500 BCE, to the Vietnam War and beyond, it
vividly renders the key victories that turned the tide of war,
and recounts the heroism of armies and individuals. Yet it
does not shy away from showing the acts of savagery that
characterize much warfare: the slaughters and
massacres. History’s Greatest Wars covers twenty-five of
the most important and “thunderous” wars, wars that
shook the world and took part in forming the nations that,
today, we call home. The best and worst of humanity is on
display here, in a collection that will act as a perfect primer
for novices while offering seasoned history readers new
perspectives on many famous and some not-so-well-
known conflicts. Sweeping in its scope, yet intimate in its
insights into the motivations of politicians, strategists,
commanders, and soldiers, this is a collection that will
enhance your understanding of the modern world and
your own place in it.
The Great Northern War Basic Books
Robert Harvey brilliantly recreates the story of the greatest
conflict that stretches from the first blaze of revolution in Paris
in 1789 to final victory on the muddy fields of Waterloo. On
land and at sea, throughout the four corners of the continent,
from the frozen plains surrounding Moscow and terror on the

Caribbean seas, to the muddy low lands of Flanders and the
becalmed waters of Trafalgar, The War of Wars tells the
powerful story of the greatest conflict of the age.
Presidents of War Random House
The course of events of the Great War has been told many times,
spurred by an endless desire to understand 'the war to end all wars'.
However, this book moves beyond military narrative to offer a much
fuller analysis of of the conflict's strategic, political, economic, social
and cultural impact. Starting with the context and origins of the war,
including assasination, misunderstanding and differing national war
aims, it then covers the treacherous course of the conflict and its
social consequences for both soldiers and civilians, for science and
technology, for national politics and for pan-European revolution.
The war left a long-term legacy for victors and vanquished alike. It
created new frontiers, changed the balance of power and influenced
the arts, national memory and political thought. The reach of this
acount is global, showing how a conflict among European powers
came to involve their colonial empires, and embraced Japan, China,
the Ottoman Empire, Latin America and the United States.
How Wars End Bloomsbury Publishing USA
The campaigns of Frederick the Great were a watershed in the
history of Europe. They inaugurated a new pattern - of total war for
limited objectives - that was to endure until 1916. Frederick's battles
were designed to convince his adversaries of the wisdom of making
and keeping peace.
Looking for the Good War Farrar, Straus and Giroux
This in-depth survey of the greatest generals of the Napoleonic
wars offers biographical information of twelve oustanding
military commanders including Napoleon, Wellington, Blucher,
Kutusov and Archduke Charles; with analysis of each general
and and their battles.
Great Northern War Spellmount, Limited Publishers
This volume offers a comprehensive account of the wars
before the Great War and their role in undermining
international instability.
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